
1. Steps to +Add Token USDT to InterStellar know 

For wallet and  trade  pair  with  HUGG 

1. Go to https://interstellar.exchange

And then ---

2. Click at Login/Signup  

And then ---

3. After that, will display this screen then input the password 
the same as last manual for the example Ww04042540 

4. Then click at Login to continue ---

Ww04042540



5. Will display this screen and then 
click at  + Add Token to  continue ---

6. Select at All (Unverified)

7. Enter USDT here

8. Will show USDT

icon here . 

( must be this 
logo only ) 

9. Select at USDT 
icon.  

( must be this 
icon only ) 

USDT

USDT



10. After show this 

screen then click at 
Trust Asset 

11. Wait a minute , the screen will show 

like this.

Finished for  +Add Token USDT  to 

InterStellar know already and ready to 

receive – pay – transfer – trade with 
HUGG .

12. Exit this screen then click X 



13. This activity will show 

+ USDT 

14. This screen will show the  Interstellar know USDT 

already and show  USDT icon here .

15. Finished  steps  + Add Token USDT to Interstellar know 

and ready to use .



Step 1. END.



16. Click at USDT icon

2. Steps to receive or deposit USDT (ERC-20) 

17. Select at Deposit (USDT (ERC-20) only) .

18. The wallet number format of USDT (ERC-20) must 

be like this only and must begin with 0x .

19. QR-Code of USDT (ERC-20) wallet

20.  Print , note , copy wallet number or QR-Code and 
sent to sender (USDT (ERC-20)) 

19.1. Minimum deposit 
is 1 USDT  



Step 2. END.



21. Click at USDT  icon  

3. ขัน้ตอน และ วิธีการ โอนหรอืถอน เหรยีญดิจิตอล USDT (ERC-20) 

22. Select at Withdraw (USDT (ERC-20) only) 

23. Enter amount of USDT (ERC-20) want to transfer 

at least 6 USDT and we try to sent 8 USDT and 

Fee is 3 USDT. 

25. And then click at 

Next  to continue ---

24. Enter destination wallet number to withdraw 

USDT and must begin with 0x only.



26. And then click at Withdraw .

Finished withdraw USDT (ERC-20) steps .



Step 3. END.


